Fraternal greetings to our American Trade Union Brothers on the occasion of the celebration of Labor Day 2018 from the Irish Labour History Society, Dublin, Ireland. We are proud to once again march, in solidarity, in the New York Labor Day Parade.

We are marching with and under the banner of the Irish-American Labor Coalition. Their banner has an image of James Connolly who was executed/murdered in 1916. A famous quote by him is on the banner: "The Cause of Labor is the Cause of Ireland" His statement then continued: "The Cause of Ireland is the Cause of Labor"

While we in Ireland do not have the problem of a ‘Trump’
We do have a problem of apathy and declining labour union membership. This has had a knock-on effect for our Society with a reduced membership and a reduction in our ability to propagate a trade union ethos.

We therefore are seeking assistance from our International Brothers. How? Simply by you as an individual joining and also getting your Union or Local to affiliate to us.

The cost? Individuals $35.00. Locals $100. Unions $150
What do you get! A copy of Saothar our Society’s annual journal {185 pages approx} and the knowledge that you are helping us to educate trade union history to future generations.

Please visit our website Irishlabourhistorysociety.com to learn more about Irish labour history and also the inter-connection with American Labor.
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